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“Every individual is a pillar on which 

the future of Judaism rests."           
-Abraham Joshua Heschel

Presenter
Presentation Notes




What is a Legacy Story?

A personal reflection describing your values and what inspired 
you to make a legacy commitment. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This workshop is about crafting YOUR legacy story. In learning to do that, you will be able to help others tell theirs. Jot down notes, words, themes, images that come to you. So I want you to start thinking about YOUR story. I now have 5 versions of my legacy story. I keep rewriting it. Lesson: Our legacy story is fluid and changes. What remains is the fact that we want to make a difference even when we are no longer here…and we want to live longer! (legacy donors live longer)Here’s this version: Rabbi’s daughter. My father loved these things. I loved my father. I loved J.Judaism as treasure chest.  Frustrated. Want my kids to own it, explore, dig through. So I want to support Jewish education and community.Others: standing outside my house at 299 St Francis setting out into the world to go to Israel.Dad and Duchy: Dad modeled love for life, Judaism, Jewish people, Jewish state. Duchy modeled how to walk the way of Torah in everyday life. 



Why  Share Your Story?

• Clarify and reflect on your personal values

• Connect with others on a personal level

• Inspire others to make a legacy commitment

• Encourage others to share their stories

• Help secure the Jewish future of your community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get to your story, you need time, a safe space, a listening ear, maybe some prompts.That’s what we’ll try to create here this am.



Listening to a Good Story

• We are transported to another time and place

• We connect to the storyteller

• We are inspired, motivated, emotionally moved by the power of the human 
condition

• We identify with some aspect of the story that makes us look inward and 
reflect on our own lives

• We find an even deeper belief in ourselves
• ‘If he did this, I can do this too’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What happens when we listen to (or engage with) a good legacy story (whether you’re hearing the story or reading it)?Have you heard a good legacy story? What makes you remember it?(Debra Mailman, Seattle: my son’s death far away from home before pesach. When I returned home, my house was cleaned, seder meals sent to me, full frig. I’ll never forget that kindness and the community that created that.William "Bill" Lowenberg was born in Germany. He was the only survivor of his immediate family – his father, mother and sister all perished in Auschwitz. After Auschwitz, he was sent to the Warsaw Ghetto after the uprising where he was forced to do slave labor. He was then sent to Dachau and then onto another camp. He was liberated on April 30, 1945 by the American army. He arrived in America with $10 in his pocket. Feeling a great debt to the U.S. Army, Bill went on to serve in the Army during the Korean War. Created a successful real estate company in San Francisco. He now dedicates his life to Holocaust remembrance and education, and is a co-founder of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C.



Getting to YOUR Story

 PAST
What or Who influenced you to make a legacy gift?

 VALUES
What values are important for you to pass on?

 PRESENT
How do those values influence you today?  

 FUTURE
What impact do you want your legacy gift to have in the future? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These elements kept coming up in powerful stories. Useful framework.Reflecting on the past (someone or something that influenced you)Thinking about what values are important to you to transmit.How do you live today; what kind of person do you strive to be?What kind of world do you want for your children or subsequent generations? 



Legacy Story

I can’t see the future, can’t imagine the changes 
that await.  How will Judaism be relevant to the 
new generation?  Where will they find value and 
beauty?

My parents gave me the treasured gifts of Jewish summer camp and an extended trip to 
Israel.  This is where all that I had learned about Judaism came to life and I discovered that 
Jewish songs reached deep into my soul, Israeli dancing made my spirit soar, and the Jewish 
people lived in my heart.

With my legacy gift, I want future generations to be able to find their own spirit and love 
for Judaism; I hope each person will be nourished by a strong and vibrant Jewish 
community that cares for the vulnerable, honors our shared values, and cherishes our rich 
traditions.

Giving Life to the Future
Dena Morris Kaufman

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dena’s story uses this framework. Reference to PAST: parents influenced meVALUES: care for vulnerable, honors traditions, upholds J values, each generation finds their own meaning, joy/beauty/lovePRESENT: connected to J people, songs, dancing, camp�FUTURE: find own spirit and love for Judaism. Strong J cmty.



PAST: Particular Person

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who influenced you (to make a legacy gift)Take a moment and jot down a person who has greatly influenced your lifeOR Share with someone else who greatly influenced who you are as a Jew



PAST: Event Witnessed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What influenced you (to make a legacy gift)?Take a moment to jot down events that shaped your life or are part of your storyMaybe historical, may be personal (illness, death, 2nd chance)Guy on plane who runs therapeutic residence for adolescent boys. Why? I was there myself, and wasn’t sure I was going to make it. I want to be there for them.



VALUES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What values are important for you to pass on?What is it about Judaism that you want to pass on?Take a moment to jot down those values/thoughts that are critical for you to pass on.



PRESENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do those values influence you today?Changing roles of women is part of my story. What do I hope for my daughter?Jot down what’s important to you today? 



FUTURE

What impact do you want your 
legacy gift to have in the future?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bob Loup, recently passed away, wanted Jewish life to continue beyond his lifetime. He devoted himself to many causes, but none more than the JCC, where those faces of little children reminded him of what was possible.What impact do you want to make on the Jewish community in your city? Nationally? Israel or the world?



Images Tell Stories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What image comes to mind when you think of your own legacy story?



Images

 What image comes to mind when you think of your 
legacy story?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Judaism connects me to past and to future.



Use Story in an Ad 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can you use the stories once you have them?



Use Story as Testimonial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On right has impact photo and quote. On left is interview w/donors.



Testimonial in Annual Report

“Legacy can mean lots of things, 
but for me, Legacy for Hillel UW 
means the programs that are so 
important to young people at the 
University can continue. I don’t 
have to be there to know that…I just 
have to help it happen.”

Michele Hasson
Hillel UW Board of Directors,
Hillel UW LIFE & LEGACY member

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use stories in Annual Report



Use Story in eMail



Post Story to 
Social Media



Record Story

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Archive at Historical Society or make available on website, like this one from Charleston



Tips

DO:

• Keep it simple
• Identify your central message
• Have a point
• Be concise and impactful
• Elicit emotion
• Use enough detail to make story 

interesting
• Include image
• Include Call to Action for others

DON’T:

• Use too much detail
• Go on too long



Your Story

What is your story?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have a great legacy story within you. Take a few minutes to jot it down. Now go write it!
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"I found a fruitful world, because my 

ancestors planted it for me. Likewise, 

I am planting for future generations."           

-Talmud, Taanit 23a
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